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Presenter
Presentation Notes
In 2011, BCDC adopted its climate change policiesART Bay Area followed shortly, a groundbreaking, nationally-recognized program to build capacity around planning for sea level riseSeries of commissioner workshops helped set agency goals and prioritiesBARC-led, BCDC and MTC/ABAG supported Raising the Bar in 2017 in response to the last PBA updateART Bay Area stemmed from Raising the Bar and is the first multi-agency, region-wide vulnerability assessmentAll work has been done in tandem with Horizon and Plan Bay Area



What’s at Risk

ALREADY SEEN:
+ 8 inches SLR

PROJECTED BY 2050:
+ 12 to 32 inches 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We know many regional assets are at risk over the next several decades…But we also have an opportunity to respond NOW.  This picture shows a project that was permitted after the initial climate change policies were adopted, based on old SLR assumptions.  You can see how much higher it is than previous piers, which are already getting wet.  According to new climate science released by OPC last year, new projects will need to be even higher.  We need to get on board as a region to avoid maladaption and a series of winners and losers.



Building on a History of Agency Collaboration

Presenter
Presentation Notes
ART Bay Area is a collaborative, multi-agency project funded by Catrans, MTC as Project Manager, BARC, and BCDC.The project was specifically designed to speak to existing regional planning tools like Plan Bay AreaConsultant support helped us delve into technical studies and community engagement



Collaborating to Solve Regional Challenges

Presenter
Presentation Notes
One of the most unique and valuable parts of ART Bay Area is the Regional Working Group.  We’ve done 12 meetings throughout the region with a wide variety of stakeholders to build capacity, be transparent with our process and findings, and build a primed stakeholder group ready to take action



ART Bay Area Systems and Scales

Presenter
Presentation Notes
ART Bay Area is the first time a study has looked at the region as a whole through these steps.  We identified four regional systems – transportation, vulnerable communities, future growth areas (PDAs and PDA-eligible areas), and natural lands (PCAs and other natural lands).  We started by understanding how these systems were exposed across the region as a whole, then zoomed into scales that were more manageable and understandable to local jurisdictions to better understand how these systems overlap and share vulnerabilities due to co-location.  I will walk you through some key results from both the regional assessment as well as the local assessment.



1. What gets wet within each system and where are impacts worst 
around the region?

2. Where are high consequence assets co-located around the region?

3. What regional planning issues emerged as common or pressing 
across the region?

Regional Analysis

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Region-wide, these were the main questions we asked.For question #2, we came up with a system of measuring consequence that was unique for each system, using what we called “indicators of regional significance.”   We measured 32 of these across all four systems. For example, for highways, we measured how many average annual daily trips would be impacted if a segment of the highway was flooded.  For PDAs, we measured how many planned housing units and job spaces would be impacted if the PDA was flooded.  An example from PCAs, we measured loss of endangered species habitats, and for vulnerable communities we measured 10 indicators of social vulnerability as well as the presence of contamination. 



The Regional 
Future Growth 
Areas Picture

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I’m going to dig in to the regional picture around future growth areas.  Given the current housing crisis, building new housing units is essential for the region, and jurisdictions are planning for large numbers of new housing units within Priority Development Areas.  But many of these areas may be impacted by sea level rise.  Even PDAs that are not fully inundated will feel impacts with even a little bit of flooding, so any PDA with any amount of flooding will need to plan for this.This graph shows the number of planned new residential units in PDAs that may be impacted by sea level rise.  At 12”, the picture looks pretty good – only 260 planned units may be impacted.  However, this jumps quite a bit by 36”, to nearly 60,000 units, and by 108” TWL, almost 150,000 new housing units could potentially be impacted by flooding.



The Regional 
Future Growth 
Areas Picture

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Where do these impacts occur?Early on, the downtown San Rafael PDA is impacted first, and while that flooding will have significant local impacts, by 108” TWL only 720 new units may be impacted.  However, North San Jose is not impacted until 24” TWL, but these impacts continue to worsen significantly, with nearly 24,000 new units potentially impacted by 108” TWL.  Other high-impact PDAs include the Bayview/Hunters Point Shipyard/Candlestick Point PDA in San Francisco and the Coliseum BART Station Area PDA in Oakland.



Regarding finding TWL

Highway segments 
with the most ridership 
(autos and trucks) that 
get wet at 36” TWL

Co-Located Vulnerabilities

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Now, looking at co-located vulnerabilities that have been identified as high significance to the region.  We got to these clusters by layering the top 5 highest consequence indicators for each system over each other and then flagging areas that contained:At least 1 top 5 transportation assetAt least 1 PDA OR PCA with a high consequence indicatorANDPresence of a vulnerable community.  Lets see how this unfolds.  Here, we’ve mapped the highway segments with the most auto and truck average annual daily trips that get wet at 36” TWL.



Regarding finding TWL

Highway segments +
Passenger rail 
segments + stations 
that get wet at 36” 
TWL

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Now, we’ve added the top 5 passenger rail segments and stations.



Regarding finding TWL

Highway segments +
Passenger rail 
segments + stations +
High quality bus 
routes 
that get wet at 36” 
TWL

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Add in high quality bus routes



Regarding finding TWL

All high-consequence 
transportation assets 
that get wet at 36” 
TWL

Presenter
Presentation Notes
And so on, until we’ve added all 11 transportation types we measured.  This includes freight rail, bay trail and regional bicycle network, airports, seaports, and ferry terminals



Regarding finding TWL

All high-consequence 
transportation assets 
+ Priority 
Conservation Areas
that get wet at 36” 
TWL

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Now we layer on PCAs that have at least one of the 10 indicators that rank in the top 5 (habitat, stormwater, carbon sequestration, visitation, or ag)



Regarding finding TWL

All high-consequence 
transportation assets 
+ Priority 
Conservation Areas + 
Priority Development 
Areas
that get wet at 36” 
TWL

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Add in PDAs that are significant in terms of existing and planned housing and jobs



All high-consequence 
transportation assets + 
Priority Conservation 
Areas + Priority 
Development Areas + 
Vulnerable 
Communities
that get wet at 36” TWL

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Add in vulnerable communities.  We did not rank VCs because they are all significant, no matter how many or how few residents are within that community



Regarding finding TWL

Regional Clusters at
36” TWL

Presenter
Presentation Notes
And here’s what we get at 36” TWL.  At earlier TWLs, this picture looks a little different (fewer clusters).



Regarding finding TWL

Regional Clusters 
at 108” TWL

Presenter
Presentation Notes
At higher TWLs, a few more clusters are added, but many actually stay the same.  There are a few clusters that remain relatively consistent across time, meaning that these might point to areas that the region wants to coordinate around.



1. Local and Regional Transportation System Connection Hubs Flood 
Together

2. Sea Level Rise Decision-Making is Complicated by Ownership, 
Governance, Management, and Regulatory Issues

3. Interconnected Local and Regional Emergency and Critical Service 
Functions are at Risk

4. Contamination Complicates and Exacerbates Flooding Issues

Regional Key Planning Issues

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Get to this answer through in-depth vulnerability assessments of 13 operational landscape units and 32 focus areas within those OLUs



5. Sea Level Rise will Amplify Existing Housing Displacement 
Concerns

6. Future Development Areas can be Critical Tools for Resilience

7. Sea Level Rise will Put Pressure on the Relationship Between 
Regional Recreation and Habitat

8. Nearshore Habitats and the Ecosystem Services they Provide are 
Sensitive to Sea Level Rise Early On

Regional Key Planning Issues

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Get to this answer through in-depth vulnerability assessments of 13 operational landscape units and 32 focus areas within those OLUs



Building Resilience, Region-Wide

Timing Strategy Partner(s)

Short Ensure that Plan Bay Area to incorporates land use resilience goals, specifically around planning 
future housing to avoid placing more of the region's population at risk, into programs, incentives, and 
funding, such as the PDA program/OBAG grant program or new planning tools and funding source(s) 
that support resilient existing and future development

MTC/ABAG, BCDC, BARC, cities and counties

Short Based on ART Bay Area consequence indicators analysis, establish regional protection priorities for 
vulnerable communities identified to be at high risk of displacement, and utilize regional funding 
mechanisms to plan and implement protection measures in these locations

BCDC, MTC/ABAG, BARC, cities and counties, 
community groups, NGOs

Short Advocate that the allocation of future housing growth (such as RHNA) accounts for relocation and/or 
loss of housing due to flooding to ensure that no net loss of housing occurs

MTC/ABAG, Cities and Counties, HCD, NGOs, 
CBOs

Medium Establish partnerships with existing or new housing leadership entities (such as CASA's proposed 
Regional Housing Enterprise) to ensure that sea level rise considerations are incorporated into the 
implementation of housing policies

MTC/ABAG, BCDC, cities and counties, NGOs, 
CBOs

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We developed more than 80 adaptation responses that are responsive to the 8 regional key planning issues and that represent actions thatWould benefit from coordination across jurisdictionsNeed to be carried out by a regional or state agency because they are too big for a single jurisdiction to handle alone, or are well-suited to an existing or possible regional or state toolAre considered low-hanging fruit or standard best practices that any jurisdiction facing flooding could benefit from, even if they don’t have an in-depth vulnerability assessment done



What ART Bay Area Does

• Provides definitive answers about what gets wet, where, and when

• Provides a foundation to help guide regional and local decision-
making

• Helps build networks and local and regional capacity

• Primes a region-wide group of stakeholders for action

• Informs regional and local planning, including Plan Bay Area



Building off ART Bay Area

• Use findings to guide shared decision-making

• Use as a starting point to discuss local and regional roles and 
responsibilities 

• Continue to inform Plan Bay Area

• Use locally - technical assistance 
• Invite us to present to your staff and partners

• Support more localized assessments, adaptation planning, and 
implementation of projects

• Support planning through funding

Presenter
Presentation Notes
It’s important to note here that these findings are not the same as priorities.  While we did the analysis to gather and cut the data, another layer of coordinated thinking and decision-making needs to occur to decide what to DO with the data.  For example, the cluster analysis weights bike trails the same as seaports.  Is this what we want?  Is the presence of a vulnerable community worth the same amount of attention as a shoreline that provides recreational value?  Developing a set of shared guiding principles within the region is essential to get to the next level of decision-making.Also, what do we DO with the data once we’ve agreed on priorities?  Do we use those priorities to incentivize adaptation in particular areas?  Through what mechanism?  Funding, planning, etc?



Horizon Futures 
Planning
2018-2019

• Multi-topic broad regional stakeholder-
driven initiative

• Used divergent scenario planning to 
study the effects of 1’, 2’, and 3’ of 
inundation, not just on the region today, 
but with growth out to 2050.

• Outcomes
• Integrated sea level rise into land 

use and travel models.
• Incorporated a single high-level 

sea level rise adaptation strategy 
for consideration in Plan Bay Area.

ART Bay Area
2017-2019

• Sea level rise-focused regional 
stakeholder-driven initiative

• Studied the sea level rise impacts on 
future growth, vulnerable communities, 
ecosystem, and transportation systems 
across 10 water levels.

• Outcomes
• Data on exposure and 

consequence for 30+ regional 
systems

• Qualitative analysis of 30+ local 
“hot spots”

• Identification of 8 regional-level 
common planning issues

• 80+ adaptation strategies for local, 
i l  d t t  id ti

Linking ART Bay Area and Plan Bay Area



Plan Bay Area 2050
through summer 2021

• Build a 1.0 framework to 
incorporate sea level rise into 
regional planning and modeling.

• Develop a 1.0 regional level 
revenue and need assessment for 
sea level rise adaptation. 

• Develop clear and actionable next 
steps for how MTC/ABAG can 
partner to advance adaptation from 
2021-2025.

Regional Shoreline 
Adaptation Strategy

through summer 2020
• Establish Guiding Principles for local 

and regional adaptation planning
• Establish consensus around a 

coordinated regional Action Platform 
to support local and regional 
adaptation

Linking ART Bay Area and Plan Bay Area



Where Do We Go From Here?

1. Integrated planning for housing, transportation, and sea level rise – we 
can walk and chew gum at the same time, and it’s critical we do!

2. Being proactive vs. reactive – wildfires are a lesson in the need for 
planning and investments before disaster strikes

3. Getting to a comprehensive regional plan for equitable adaptation and 
resilience

1. Guiding principles
2. Clear goals and outcomes
3. Roles and responsibilities at the local, regional, state, and federal levels

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We are already dealing with a huge crisis, and one that is impacting people NOW, not at some vague point in the future.  Yet we can’t let the sea level rise crisis unfold the same way as the housing crisis – we know about it ahead of time, so we need to plan for it ahead of time.  But how do we balance multiple priorities at once?This leads to the second question – we have seen both in the housing crisis as well as recent wildfires that if we wait to fix problems, they reach a crisis tipping point.  We knew we were not building enough housing, but we didn’t push to build more.  We knew our infrastructure was old and in bad condition and our forests were not being managed well, but we still let dozens of people die and billions of dollars in damages occur from wildfires.  What will push us to action around sea level rise?  And what is the cost of inaction?Lastly, how do we get to a point of agreement around the region about what our values and priorities are for adaptation so we can make definitive decisions about action?  And what do we do next?  What roles to local, regional, state, and federal agencies play?
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